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American Tactical Imports FX1911 Titan LW 7+1 45ACP 3.12" - Blue/Black, 3.12" Barrel, 7+1 Rounds, Wood Grips, 3-Dot Sights
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Model:

ATIGFX45TIL




 



Condition:

Factory New




 



Bud's Item Number:

411553050



 


UPC:
813393016042

 


MFG:


American Tactical
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Specifications and Features: Caliber: .45ACP. Height: 4.96 Inches. Length:6.93 Inches. Weight: 29.9 Ounces (1.87 lbs). Magazine Capacity: 7+1. Frame Material: Zinc Alloy. Frame Finish: Annodized. Frame Color: Matte Black. Slide Material: 4140 Steel. Slide Finish: Blued. Slide Color: Matte Black. Rear Military Serration. Sights: Novak Cut Dovetail Front and Rear/ Combat Style Rear Sight. Grips: Mahogany Textured Pattern. Barrel Length: 3 1/8 Inches. Barrel Material: 4140 Steel. Barrel Finish: Steel. Barrel Color: Steel. Trigger Material: Aluminum. Trigger Design: 3-hole Skeleton. Trigger Color: Matte Black. Additional Features: Light Weight Model Officer Size Single Action Semi Automatic 7+1 Magazine Capacity 




  	Product Information

	Finish	Pink
	Action	Double
	Caliber	475 Linebaugh / 480 Ruger
	Barrel Length	3.625
	Capacity	12+1
	Safety	Thumb Safety
	Grips	
	Sights	

 	Product Information

	Finish	FDE/Tan
	Action	Striker Fire
	Caliber	416 Weatherby
	Barrel Length	5.87
	Capacity	25
	Safety	Ambidextrous Decocker
	Grips	Polymer
	Sights	

 	Product Information

	Finish	Blue/Black
	Action	Single
	Caliber	45 ACP
	Barrel Length	3.12
	Capacity	7+1
	Safety	Thumb Safety
	Grips	Wood
	Sights	3-Dot

 	Product Information

	Finish	Stainless/Silver
	Action	Single Shot
	Caliber	Multiple
	Barrel Length	5.4
	Capacity	50+1
	Safety	Trigger Safety
	Grips	Laser
	Sights	
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Retail Store Availability 



	In-Store Purchase Only
	Lexington, KY	 Not in store
	Greenville, KY	 Not in store
	Sevierville, TN	 Not in store








*Please Note!! Many of our pictures are stock photo\'s provided to us by the manufacturer and do not necessarily represent the actual item being purchased. Please verify this picture accurately reflects the product described by the title and description on this page before you place your order.
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Description








American Tactical Imports FX1911 Titan LW 7+1 45ACP 3.12"  	Model 
ATIGFX45TIL	
Condition 

Factory New 
	Bud's Item # 
411553050	UPC 
813393016042
	
Manufacturer 


American Tactical
 	
 



Specifications and Features: Caliber: .45ACP. Height: 4.96 Inches. Length:6.93 Inches. Weight: 29.9 Ounces (1.87 lbs). Magazine Capacity: 7+1. Frame Material: Zinc Alloy. Frame Finish: Annodized. Frame Color: Matte Black. Slide Material: 4140 Steel. Slide Finish: Blued. Slide Color: Matte Black. Rear Military Serration. Sights: Novak Cut Dovetail Front and Rear/ Combat Style Rear Sight. Grips: Mahogany Textured Pattern. Barrel Length: 3 1/8 Inches. Barrel Material: 4140 Steel. Barrel Finish: Steel. Barrel Color: Steel. Trigger Material: Aluminum. Trigger Design: 3-hole Skeleton. Trigger Color: Matte Black. Additional Features: Light Weight Model Officer Size Single Action Semi Automatic 7+1 Magazine Capacity
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Write Review












Aubie C

on
07/31/2015




Rating:   1 of 5 Stars!










This is the 3rd gun bought from Buds fast shipping as usual!! This pistol is CRAP---recoil rod and spring had to be replaced ---extractor had to be replaced now the damn thing will not feed---even with a kimber mag.DON.T BUY THIS GUN UNLESS YOU NEED A DOOR STOP--- 











Martin K

on
05/22/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










To start I have to say I found buds through gunbroker. I saw the colt defender and decided to come here and buy it directly from Buds. When I came here to do the deal I saw this little gun for less than half the price. I figured I have a full size Norinco that's great, so why not try it. After doing the purchase, I immediately wanted cancel the order. I had seen so many reviews that weren't good and had me second guessing it. Well Buds processes and ships so quick, it was already on the way. I got the gun it 3/4 days. When I opened it up, it looked well built. It felt good, hey maybe this is a good piece after all. For $363 it can't be that bad right? I did see the reviews about a poor design on the guide rod. I figured I would nip this right away. As soon as I could get the Kimber replacement I ordered it. I bought a set of Hogue wrap arounds before I had the gun. So these accessories put me at about $425/$435 total. I had this gun for several months before I even shot it once. Well today was the day. Finally! I took this baby to the range, with another piece to fire them up. This gun just feels so good in your hand! I have always wanted a compact 1911 45. The beauty is, I can use the mags from my full size too. Well with guide rod, and the grips in place I got two boxes of blazer aluminum brass round nose to put through it. I loaded up several clips, the gun only comes with one, again people have whined about a bad oem clip with this gun. It is an act mag that holds 7 rounds. I wish I could post a picture here to show my 1st shot. It surprised me, it was a dead bullseye at 10 to 12 yards! That was the best one, but the gun did have some nice groups, shot well, and felt great in my hand. I didn't clean it oil it, nothing. Just replaced the grips and guide rod, and away I went. I put 100 rounds through it and had 2 FTF. Not too bad, when it's right out of the box, no oiling, no cleaning at all. Those came as the last bullet in the clip from my full size. The clip that came with this gun worked perfectly. So it's only 100 rounds, but I would buy it again, I would recommend it to a friend. My only complaint would be like most 1911's, the sights are not too great. I was able to get good grouping, and a few bulls eyes, but I would like better sights. But this is a great little gun! Don't believe me? Look up Hitchcock and ATI on you tube. He says the same thing. He is a much better shooter than me. Look it up and see how good of a gun this is. If you read this far..... Just buy it, you won't regret it. 











Bernard C

on
03/16/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Received this little gem from Bud's a couple of weeks ago and was finally able to get it to the range on Saturday. My initial thoughts out of the box were positive, nice fit and finish, excellent feel in the hand the weight is fantastic. I was initially worried that the weight would drastically increase the recoil, it did not. I had an additional pair of 6rd mags that I took to the range with me and while the pistol performed well, it performed better with the mags I had rather than the 7rd one provided. Still it was obvious that any FTF's were magazine related, there were no other failures. Overall the pistol is fantastic and I would recommend it to any 1911 lover looking for a compact EDC. 











Jeff N

on
03/10/2015




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










Well I tried buds again since the storms delayed my last purchase I figured I'd give them another chance. Well storms delayed this shipment as well just my luck but even with the delay I got the gun with in a week. Great job buds As for the gun I took it apart cleaned it it looked good felt great. I put it back together ran a clip through it and had 4 fail to feed out of 7 rounds. But I was expecting it with all the research I did before buying. I will pull it apart and polish the feed port and see how it acts. As far as cycling it felt good nice and tight and was pretty accurate it shot a little low but dead center 











Brady B

on
02/23/2015




Rating:   1 of 5 Stars!










This gun is NOT a good buy at all. Liked the price and style, so I thought I would give it a try. Took it to the range shot about 50 rds through it and had a FTE or FTF just about every other round using TULA steel ammo. I wouldn't recommend this gun to anyone, especially as a concealed carry. If you are wanting a 1911 for cheap I would look elsewhere because this gun is cheap for sure, I would pay the extra money to buy something different if I had the chance to do it over again. 











Roy P

on
02/07/2015




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










I am very pleased at this point with the FX1911 Titan LW. I chose the 3 inch barrel because I was interested in finding a 45 ACP to use as an EDC piece. I spent a considerable amount of time researching and looking at other compact 1911s. Most that I looked at cost considerably more than the Titan others were closer in price, but still higher. My first thought when I received the Titan was that the gun was a lot more solidly build and with tighter tolerances than one might expect for the price I paid. I am sure that there are some experts, actual and self-described who can probably cite all the reasons that the more costly brands are of higher quality than the Titan. But to this point the only difference I can see is the price. I took it to the range today to put the first few rounds through it, here is what I found: 1. I ran 50, 230 grain Ball rounds through it without a single failure to feed, or failure to extract. 2. I ran 50, 185 JHP through with multiple feed failures a. The first JHP in the mag would fail to feed in three out of five attempts. Note: I was not surprised by this because I read about others who experienced the same thing. b. It appeared that if the first round would feed properly all the others in the mag would run through without a problem. The hollow points catch on the very lower edge of the chamber as it is trying to feed. It appears that this is happening because that lower edge of the chamber is not rounded. I do believe that this can be easily corrected either by the manufacturer or a gunsmith, by polishing that lower edge. Certainly not a show stopper for me given the price, the ease with which this can be corrected, and my preference for the heavier ball ammunition. Accuracy: Let me start by admitting that I am not a crack pistol shot. Not a bad shot mind you, but I'm not going to go entering any marksmanship contests anytime soon either. Given that I won't go into my personal performance on the range today (grin) and will stick to what the pistol can actually do. A good friend was with me who is one of those guys who can make 10 rounds look like one big hole in the paper. So after I finished splattering the paper I handed it to him for a try. We were on a 15 yard range and he had absolutely no trouble... making several rounds look like one big hole. The Titan is every bit as accurate as any of the more costly compact 1911s... Irrespective my personal skill sets. Here's the bottom line on the Titan: 1. Really nice pistol for the price. 2. If you can get past the issues with the feed failures with the hollow points or if you are willing to have your local smith do a little (and I do mean a little) work you will be pleased with the purchase. 3. If you are in the "It should eat whatever I feed it new out the box" camp, you might want to opt out for one of the more expensive show pieces. Here's the important part: 4. Yes, I would recommend this pistol to others. Were it not for the feed failure issue with the hollow points I would have given this pistol 5 stars with no reservation what-so-ever. If you are looking for a cost effective compact 1911 and since you are obviously looking at the Titan, I say go ahead and give it a try. 











Daniel H

on
12/22/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










after reading many reviews from many different websites on this gun, i ordered it and decided i would give it a shot. Many of the reviews said they had many ftf's and changed the guide rod assembly out with a kimber ultra and it fixed the problem so I went ahead and ordered one just in case, but have not put it in. I have only put two mags through it (just received it at work and I was on my lunch break), but I had zero failures and its actually very accurate and feels well made, there is very little slop in the gun. The trigger is a little rough but that can be easily fixed. The coating is really nice as well. I shot some very cheap russian silver bear fmj's through it and had no failures. I am assuming that it will not feed hollow point ammunition but thats usually a given for a pistol at this price range, but again that can be fixed as well with a dremel tool and a little time.The ambi slide lock is a little awkward and sticks out quite a bit from the side of the receiver so I will be replacing that with something a little better. Maybe the company has fixed the feeding issues before I bought it. 











Ronald D

on
09/26/2014




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










ATI FX45 1911 LW is a nice size gun. Shot 100 rounds with the FX45 using TulAmmo FMJ, Federal FMJ, and Remington JHP. The FX45 likes the Federal 230 brass. The gun did jam when I used JHP. I think the feed needs to be polished. The gun had trouble with TulAmmo 230 FMJ. It may be the steel shell. The front sight is a poor, weak, dim white dot. The FX45 comes with only one magazine. Overall, I like the 3.125" barrel length. I like the Light Weight. I like the trigger. This gun did shoot very accurate at 25, 50, and 75 feet. 











Louis L

on
08/22/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










VERY happy with my purchase from Buds. The handgun was delivered to my FFL with no problems, the quality of the Handgun was more than I expected it to be especially for this price range, this 1911 is built to tight tolerances, and it is now my new EDC. 











Dennis J

on
07/18/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










purchased this Gun from Buds. Very satisfied with the customer service. I will Buy her again. Very satisfied with the Ati Fx45. shot approx 300 rnds thru it and No flaws. not one. Impressed with the accuracy of the short barrel also. 
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 Questions & Answers
(0 Questions) 
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 Questions & Answers 




Ask the Community






	No questions have been posted for this product.














 Fit Charts - (Compatible Items)






	

 


	Fit Charts: These items are compatible with this firearm	

 




		[image: Main product image for Streak .45 ACP 230gr TMC Green Tracer 50rd]
$30.49

	[image: Main product image for Remington Golden Saber Jacketed Hollow Point 45 ACP Ammo 20 Round Box]
$27.49

	[image: Main product image for Federal American Eagle Full Metal Jacket 45 ACP Ammo 100 Round Box]
$52.49

	[image: Main product image for Sierra Outdoor Master Jacketed Hollow Point 45 ACP Ammo 20 Round Box]
$13.49

	[image: Main product image for Remington Ammunition 28971 Ultimate Defense .45 ACP 185 gr Brass Jacket Hollow Point (BJHP) 20 Bx/ 25 Cs]
$14.99

	[image: Main product image for Fiocchi Extrema .45 ACP 230XTP JHP 25/Box]
$24.99

	[image: Main product image for Sig Sauer Elite Performance .45 Auto +P 50rd LE/MIL/IOP]
$53.99

	[image: Main product image for Remington Ammunition UMC 45 ACP 230 GR Metal Case (FMJ) 200 Bucket/ 4]
$105.99

	[image: Main product image for Buffalo Bore Barnes TAC-XP 45 ACP Ammo 20 Round Box]
$38.99

	[image: Main product image for Speer Ammo Lawman 45 ACP 230 gr Total Metal Jacket (TMJ) 50 Bx/ 20 Cs]
$26.49

	[image: Main product image for Federal Gold Medal FMJ Semi-Wadcutter Match 50RD 185gr 45 Auto]
$45.99

	[image: Main product image for Remington Ammunition Golden Saber Defense .45 ACP 230 gr Brass Jacket Hollow Point (BJHP) 20 Bx/ 25 Cs for Compact Handguns]
$22.99


(Click here for details)
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Products marked OUT OF STOCK are currently unavailable for purchase.
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Receive Money Saving Offers




Enter your email address to receive our best deals and other store updates.

















Enter your phone number to opt-in to receiving our best deals via text*





 



*By subscribing to Buds text messaging on 82124, you agree to receive recurring autodialed marketing text msgs (e.g. cart reminders) to the mobile number used at opt-in. Consent is not a condition of purchase. 
Msg frequency may vary. Msg & data rates may apply. Reply HELP for help and STOP to cancel. See Terms and Conditions & Privacy Policy.






Subscribing to BudsGunShop.com emails indicates your consent to our Conditions of Use and Privacy Notice.
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Qualified Professionals Only







The manufacturer only allows us to sell this item to individuals they consider to be "Qualified Professionals".

Please click HERE to learn more about Qualified Professional discounts.


Are you a Qualified Professional? Click HERE to login or submit your credentials.
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You can use our Live Chat if you have any questions about the item you just added to your shopping cart.
Use Live Chat








×
Have a Question?




As a whole our 4+ million customer's know more about firearms than we do. If you have a general question about a product we highly recommend
that you first try out our customer Q&A feature. More often than not you will receive multiple answers to your question in minutes.

Continue to Chat

Ask the Community
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